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More than mere masquerades of sounds: the music of Detlev Glanert

Guy Rickards

Bartók and Boosey & Hawkes: The American Years

Malcolm Gillies

Confidence in the Power of the Poetic:
the Composer Matthias Pintscher

Michael Topel

First Performances:
The Masterprize Final

Martin Anderson

Per Nørgård's Second Symphony

Peter Quinn

'Der Gerettete Alberich'

William Mival

Lindberg does L.A.

James Harley

Toronto: Murray Schafer's Viola Concerto

Paul Rapoport

Turku: Nordgren's Fourth Symphony

Christophy Schlüren

Birmingham: Raymond Head's 'This We Call Being'

Calum MacDonald

Westminster Abbey: Pärt's 'Triodion'

Peter Quinn

Westminster Cathedral: Roxanna Panufnik's 'Westminster Mass'

Martin Anderson

Munich: Hosokawa's 'Vision of Lear'

John Warnaby

Book Reviews:
Finding the Key: Goehr's Selected Writings

Mark Cromar

Uncommon Ground, Common Subsoil: Michael Finnissy

Geoffrey Alvarez

Messiaen, Traité and Tombeau

Christopher Dingle

Nielsen and Sibelius

Peter Palmer

Professional Dancer: George Butterworth

Lewis Foreman

Korngold the Last Prodigy (with a CD roundup)

Martin Anderson

Bartók Viola Concerto Facsimile

Malcolm Gillies

Classical Modernism and Furtwängler

Peter Palmer

The Search for Thomas F. Ward

Michael Lister

Record Review:
Henze's 'Undine' and Ninth Symphony

Guy Rickards

'Elgar 3'

Calum MacDonald

Howard Skempton, accordion

Mark Cromar

Nyman's Concertos

Peter Quinn

Frankel's Concertos

Guy Rickards

Philip Martin

Sarah Noon

Holliger and Carter

Peter Palmer

László Lajtha

Bret Johnson

With a Minimum of Means

Mark Cromar

Bantock's 'Sappho'

Mike Seabrook

Italian Chamber Music (2)

Tristram Pugin

Letter to the Editor

Michael Graubart
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